
Be prepare for natural disasterBe prepare for natural disasterBe prepare for natural disasterBe prepare for natural disaster....

n Japan, earthquakes occur frequently and strong earthquake causes Tsunami often. Also, Typhoon or heavy rain occur many

times, so be prepare for those natural disasters.

The way to inform emergent information The way to inform emergent information The way to inform emergent information The way to inform emergent information ((((Bousai musenBousai musenBousai musenBousai musen ))))

  There are speakers for the disaster prevention, and it provides short music everyday at 5 o'clock.

  What kind of information is broadcasted

Tsunami Cyuiho , Tsunami Keiho , Massive Tsunami Keiho  is issued

When there are warnings issued concerning heavy rain

When an earthquake above level 5 lower occurs

When a precautionary message for the Tokai  earthquake is announced

When there is the danger of a typhoon hitting Tateyama city

nformation regarding post disaster emergency provision distribution and disaster relief activities

ther topics related to disasters

  f you need to evacuate, city issues -stage evacuation information.

➢

    Hinan Jyunbi  = Preparing to evacuate ➢ Evacuation of those in need of help, prepare immediately for evacuation in order to be

able to evacuate anytime.

⇓⇓⇓⇓
➢

    Hinan Kankoku  = Evacuation Advisory ➢ Start evacuation smoothly to a Hinanbasyo (evacuation sites)

⇓⇓⇓⇓
➢

    Hinan Shiji = Evacuation Directive ➢ Evacuate immediately to Hinanbasyo  (evacuation sites)

  n addition to Bousai musen , announcement cars will go and inform in city.

t-tateyama sg-m.jp

  f you sign up for Anzen Anshin  e-mail (only in Japanese), you will receive e-mails that include announced information from the

speakers. To sigh up, send a blank e-mail to t-tateyama sg-m.jp . You will receive an e-mail, click U , and follow instructions in

the e-mail you will receive afterwards.
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(Scale)
 (People)  (Indoors)  (Outdoors)

 (Imperceptible to people) --- ---

(Felt by some people indoors)
--- ---

(Felt by many people indoors, and some

people are awoken.)

(Hanging objects such as lamps swing slightly)
---

(Felt by most people indoors.) (Dishes in a cupboard rattle occasionally.) (Electric wires swing slightly.)

(Many people are surprised. Most people

walking on a street notice, and most sleeping

people are awoken.)

(Hanging objects swing considerably and dishes

in a cupboard rattle. Unstable ornaments fall

occasionally.)

(Electric wires swing considerably. Some people driving

automobiles notice the tremor.)

(5 Lower)

(Most people are frightened and want to hold

on to things.)

(Hanging objects swing violently. Most unstable

ornaments fall. Occasionally, dishes in a

cupboard and books on a bookshelf fall. Unfixed

furniture moves, and unsettled one falls.)

(Occasionally, windowpanes are broken and fall. People

notice electric-light poles swing. Unreinforced concrete-

block walls collapse, and roads suffer damage.)

(5 Upper)

(Most people find it difficult to move without

holding on to things.)

(Most dishes in cupboards and most books on

bookshelves fall. Occasionally, a TV set on a

rack and unfixed furniture will fall.)

(Windowpanes are broken and fall sometimes. In many

cases, unreinforced concrete-block walls collapse.

Occasionally, poorly installed vending machines fall. Many

automobiles stop because it becomes difficult to drive.)

(6 Lower)

(Difficult to keep standing.) (Unfixed furniture move and fall. Occasionally,

doors are impossible to open.)

(In some buildings, wall tiles and windowpanes are

damaged and fall.)

(6 Upper)

(Most unfixed furniture moves and falls.)
(Wall tiles and windowpanes are damaged and fall. Most

unreinforced concrete-block walls collapse.)

(Most furniture moves to a large extent and

some jumps up.)

(Wall tiles and windowpanes are damaged and fall. In some

cases, reinforced concrete-block walls collapse.)

  Earthquake  Earthquake  Earthquake  Earthquake

 When an earthquake is observed, the seismic intensity will be announced.

The table below represents phenomena that frequently occur in earthquake of 10 stages seismic scales.

(Impossible to keep standing and to move

without crawling. People are thrown by the

shaking and impossible to move.)
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№№№№  (Shelter location) (Shelter location) (Shelter location) (Shelter location)  (Address) (Address) (Address) (Address) TELTELTELTEL  (Designated zone area) (Designated zone area) (Designated zone area) (Designated zone area)

1111  (Around Tomiura school)
1188

(1188 Tadara, Tomiura cho)
33-3939

2222  (Around Saigyou temple) 745 (745 Funakata) 27-2635

3333  (Funakata elementary school) 405 (405 Funakata) 27-2528

4444  (Cyousyou temple keidai) 549 (549 Kawana) 27-2109

5555  (Tateyama 1st middle school) 954 (954 Nago) 27-2021

6666  (Nago elementary school) 272 (272 Nago) 27-2644

7777
(Former Awa agricultural extension center)

803 (803 Kamegahara) 27-6121

8888  (Hachimanguu keidai) 68 (68 Yawata) 22-1258

9999  (Awa high school) 1381-1 (1381-1 Hojo) 22-0130

10101010  (Tateyama sogo high school) 106 (106 Hojo) 22-2242

11111111  (Tateyama 3rd middle school)) 1452 (1452 Hojo) 23-7321

12121212  (Hojo elementary school) 456 (456 Hojo) 22-2141

13131313  (Former Awa minami high school) 611 (611 Hojo) 22-3201

14141414  (Tateyama central park) 1740 (1740 Hojo)

15151515  (Raifuku temple keidai) 46 (46 Nagasuka) 22-4362

16161616  (Shiroyama area)
2177

(2177 Kamisanagura)

17171717  (Tateyama elementary school) 317 (317 Tateyama) 22-2155

18181818  (Souchiin keidai) 1139 (1139 Numa) 23-0671

19191919  (Tateyama maritime polytechnic school)  (Ooka  mubanchi) 22-1911

20202020 (Nishizaki area community center) 65 (65 Kenbutsu) 29-1370

21212121  (Nishizaki elementary school) 151 (151 Kagana) 29-0300

22222222  (Sunosaki shrine keidai) 1697 (1697 Sunosaki) 29-0713

23232323 (Nishizaki area community center annex) 2503 (2503 Ito) 29-1643

24242424  (Kanbe elementary school) 1496 (1496 Inuishi) 28-0059

25252525  (Bounan middle school) 2070 (2070 Sano) 28-0042

26262626  (Awa special support education school) 284-1 (284-1 Nakazato) 28-1866

27272727  (Awa shrine keidai) 508 (508 Daijinguu) 28-0034

28282828  (Merasaki shrine keidai) 379 (379 Mera) 28-1940

29292929  (Ryujyuin keidai) 280 (280 Mera) 28-0154

30303030  (Tomisaki elementary school) 282-1 (282-1 Aihama) 28-0004

31313131  (Aihama shrine) 42-1 (42-1 Aihama) 28-2949

32323232  (Awa nature village) 600 (600 Mera) 28-1111

33333333  (Toyofusa elementary school) 266-2 (266-2 Ooto) 22-0950

34343434  (The place of old Hata elementary school) 73 (73 Hata)

35353535  (Kanamari elementary school ) 1363 (1363 Kanamari) 28-0065

36363636  (Tateno elementary school) 1028 (1028 Yamamoto) 22-1061

37373737  (Kokonoe elementary school) 3 (3 Ando) 22-9803

38383838  (Tateyama city community center) 740-1 (740-1 Hojo) 23-3111

Evacuation areas in case of earthquake. (Make sure where is the closest to your home.)
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  Tsunami  Tsunami  Tsunami  Tsunami

The picture states This area is 2.3 meters above sea level.

e careful to tsunamis.

⇓⇓⇓⇓

⇓⇓⇓⇓

    If you feel a strong earthquake, move away from seaside areas.

Tsunami waves strike repeatedly, so do not relax ones attention until all warnings and alarms have been lifted.

➢ .

  There are 200 signs of ground height levels for tsunami

awareness on utility poles in Tateyama.

Kaibatsu  (altitude) is the height above sea level,

and it states the area is m above sea level.

  If in the situation of tsunami might occur, city issues 3-stages of information.

   Massive Tsunami Keiho  = Issued when serious tsunami disaster is expected  ➢  Expected level of the tsunami is about 3.0 m or

higher at the highest point.  ou will hear Oo Tsunami Keiho ga happyou saremashita. Kaigan fukin no kata ha takadai ni hinan shite

kudasai , and sirens of 3 seconds and 2 seconds of pause 3 times repeat from the speaker.

    Tsunami Cyuiho  = Issued when required to call attention to a tsunami ➢ Expected level of the tsunami is about 0.5 m at the

highest point. ou will hear Tsunami Cyuiho ga happyou saremashita. Kaigan fukin no kata ha cyui shite kudasai , and a siren of 0

seconds and 2 seconds of pause 2 times repeat from the speaker.

➢

   Tsunami Keiho  =  Issued when tsunami disaster is expected  ➢  Expected level of the tsunami is about 2.0 m at the highest point.

ou will hear Tsunami Keiho ga happyou saremashita. Kaigan fukin no kata ha takadai ni hinan shite kudasai , and sirens of

5seconds and 6 seconds of pause 2 times repeat from the speaker.

➢
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№№№№  (Shelter location) (Shelter location) (Shelter location) (Shelter location)  (Address) (Address) (Address) (Address) TELTELTELTEL  (Designated zone area) (Designated zone area) (Designated zone area) (Designated zone area)

1111  (Funakata infant school) 1377 (1377 Funakata) 27-2921

2222  (Around Sai you temple) 745 (745 Funakata) 27-2635

3333  (Funakata elementary school) 405 (405 Funakata) 27-2528

4444  (Choushou temple) 549 (549 Kawana) 27-2109

5555  (Nago temple) 1125 (1125 Nago) 27-2444

6666  (Around former Nanbo tennis plaza) 1457 (1457 Nago)

7777  (Yakumo shrine) 1378-1 (1378-1 Masaki)

8888  (Koyasu shrine) 189 (189 Minato)

9999  (Yawata shrine) 68 (68 Yawata) 22-1258

10101010  (Awa high school, 2nd grounds) 1381-1 (1381-1 Hojo) 22-0130

11111111  (Tateyama central park) 456 (456 Hojo)

12121212  (Tateyama 3rd middle school) 1452 (1452 Hojo) 23-7321

13131313  (Raifuku temple) 46 (46 Nagasuka) 22-4362

14141414  (Shinjyuku shinmei shrine) 51 (51 Shinjyuku)

15151515
(Shiroyama area, or Tateyama elementary school)

2177 317

(2177 Kamisanagura, or  317 Tateyama)

16161616  (Soujiin) 1139 (1139 Numa) 23-0671

17171717  (Akayama)

18181818  (Kokushi shrine) 931 (931 Numa)

19191919  (Kumano shrine) 172 (172 Miyagi)

20202020  (Tateyama maritime polytechnic school)  (Ooka mubanchi) 22-1911

21212121  (Asama shrine) 983 (983 Kouyatsu)

22222222  (Mitake shrine) 365 (356 Shiomi)

23232323  (Nishizaki area community center) 65 (65 Kenbutsu) 29-1370

24242424  (Nishizaki elementary school) 151 (151 Kagana) 29-0300

25252525  (Koumyouin) 599 (599 Hasama) 29-0086

26262626  (Saihou temple) 374 (374 Banda) 29-0141

27272727  (Sunosaki shrine) 1344 (1344 Sunosaki) 29-0713

28282828  (Azuma shrine) 833  (near 833 Nishikawana)

29292929  (Yasaka shrine) 1239 (1239 Ito)

30303030  (Area behind Shinfuku temple) 2672 (2672 Ito)

31313131  (Nakirifudouson) 419 (419 Sakadaru)

32323232  (Houan temple) 21 (21 Konuma)

33333333  (Suwayama)

34343434  (Toukou temple) 1259 (1259 Menuma) 28-1962

35353535  (Sunomiya shrine) 926 (926 Sunomiya) 28-0461

36363636  (Bounan middle school) 2070 (2070 Sano) 28-0042

37373737  (Inuishi shrine) 142-1 (142-1 Inuishi) 28-0461

38383838  (Awa shrine) 589 (589 Daijingu) 28-0034

39393939  (Aihama shrine) 42 (42 Aihama)

40404040  (Tomisaki elementary school) 282-1 (282-1 Aihama) 28-0004

41414141  (Ryuujyuin) 280 (280 Mera) 28-0154

42424242  (Merasaki shrine) 379 (379 Mera)

43434343  (Awa nature village) 600 (600 Mera) 28-1111

Evacuation areas in case of tsunami. (Make sure where is the closest to your home.)
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№№№№  (Shelter location) (Shelter location) (Shelter location) (Shelter location)  (Address) (Address) (Address) (Address) TELTELTELTEL AreaAreaAreaArea

1111  (Funakata elementary school) 405 (405 Funakata) 27-2528

2222  (Tateyama 1st middle school) 954 (954 Nago) 27-2021

3333  (Nago elementary school) 272 (272 Nago) 27-2644

4444  (Former Awa agricultural extension center) 803 (803 Kamegahara) 27-6121

5555  (Awa high school) 1381-1 (1381-1 Hojo) 22-0130

6666  (Tateyama sogo high school) 106 (106 Hojo) 22-2242

7777  (Tateyama 3rd middle school) 1452 (1452 Hojo) 23-7321

8888  (Hojo elementary school) 456 (456 Hojo) 22-2141

9999  (Former Awa minami high school) 611 (611 Hojo) 22-3201

10101010  (Tateyama elementary school) 317 (317 Tateyama) 22-2155

11111111  (Tateyama maritime polytechnic school)  (Ooka mubanchi) 22-1911

12121212  (Nishizaki area community center) 65 (65 Kenbutsu) 29-1370

13131313  (Nishizaki elementary school) 151 (151 Kagana) 29-0300

14141414  (Nishizaki area community center annex) 2503 (2503 Ito) 29-1643

15151515  (Kanbe elementary school) 1496 (1496 Inuishi) 28-0059

16161616  (Bounan middle school) 2070 (2070 Sano) 28-0042

17171717  (Awa special support education school) 284-1 (284-1 Nakazato) 28-1866

18181818  (Tomisaki elementary school) 282-1 (282-1 Aihama) 28-0004

19191919  (Toyofusa elementary school) 266-2 (266-2 Ooto) 22-0950

20202020  (Kanamari elementary school) 1363 (1363 Kanamari) 28-0065

21212121  (Tateno elementary school) 1028 (1028 Yamamoto) 22-1061

22222222  (Kokonoe elementary school) 3 (3 Ando) 22-9803

23232323  (Tateyama city community center) 740-1 (740-1 Hojo) 23-3111

�171→ →
ecord �171→ → hone number from area code

�171→2→
layback  �171→2→ hone number from area code

Evacuation areas in case of typhoon, heavy rain, or strong wind. (Make sure where is the closest to your home.)

Other natural disasters Other natural disasters Other natural disasters Other natural disasters ((((TyphoonTyphoonTyphoonTyphoon, , , , heavy rainheavy rainheavy rainheavy rain, , , , or strong windor strong windor strong windor strong wind))))

 

Most typhoons don t last more than one day. When a typhoon comes close all windows, shutters and doors, and watch the news or

weather forecast on television. You will know about the typhoon direction, so wait till the typhoon has gone. But be careful if you are near

a river or a precipice. A flood or land slide may happen. A power failure occurs sometimes, so keep a flash light and candles ready.

※

※Not available for cell phones.

  Disaster Emergency Message Dial is a voice message board that is provided when disaster such as an earthquake or volcanic eruption occurs, and is required when

communication traffic to the disaster-stricken area increases and it is difficult to get through.

Notes for your safetyNotes for your safetyNotes for your safetyNotes for your safety

olice � 110  Fire station Ambulance  �  119

 Disaster Emergency Message Dial � 171
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